Hallo, Es ist schön, hier zu sein. Ich hoffe, Sie alle hatten bis jetzt eine tolle
Konferenz.
Leider ist mein Deutsch ziemlich limitiert und deshalb hoffe ich, dass es ok ist, wenn
ich in Englisch weiter mache.
Glauben Sie mir, es ist besser für Ihr Verstehen und aus Respekt vor der
deutschen Sprache.
Hello, It is nice to be here. I hope you have all had a great conference.
Unfortunately, my German is rather limited and I hope it is okay if I continue in
English. Believe me, it would best for your understanding, and in respect for the
language itself.
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•We are a biotech company located in Ottawa, Canada and are experts in biological
sample collection, stabilization and preparation technologies for molecular analysis.
•Our mission is to enable significant worldwide health advances by focus on
improving biological sample collection, stabilization and preparation for molecular
analysis and testing. This is very close to the goals of biobanks worldwide.
•Dr. Chaim Birnboim, the founder of DNA Genotek born in Winnipeg, began his
career in 1970 in the biology group of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited at Chalk
River. There he developed technology that was used worldwide in DNA
interpretation. In 1984 he became head of the research program at the Ottawa
Regional Cancer Centre, and in 1991 became senior career scientist. At that time,
he began to develop a technology for the preservation of DNA in tissues or bodily
fluids.
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•A high quality sample is important to maximize the quality and efficiency of a
biobank.
•With the massive amount of data that can be produced from a microgram of human
cells, these benefits are only realized if the data is accurate and easily analyzed.
•One of the most important factor in biosample quality is the ability to keep samples
frozen without disruption. We want to change this.
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• At the current time, I imagine most of your plans involve deep freezing your
samples, but this comes with risks and expensive back-up precautions.
•From the massive power outages in Hurricane Sandy, many hospitals and
biobanks found that even their back-up systems were vulnerable and lost priceless
samples. Between this risk, the price of freezers, and cold chain transport, the
popularity of ambient temperature stabilization is increasing. In this market, you are
left with two options, dry state and liquid state and dry state, while cheaper up front,
requires much additional labour in drying, rehydrating and extraction, as well as a
lower quality sample.
•After years of optimization and trials , our primary technology, Oragene-DNA, was
released. It comprises of a collection system for 2mL of saliva with an automatically
released preservative that keeps the DNA stable at room temperature for over 5
years.
•Oragene shuts down molecular machinery, is efficient at liberating DNA of
comparable to DNA extracted from blood in both quality and quantity (per ml).
•According to the University of McGill Green Biobanking survey, 25% of
respondents have experienced specimen loss as a result of power failures in the
past 5 years.”
•“25% of respondents have experienced power failures in the past 5 years that
resulted in the loss of specimen”
• McCarthy, Connor. A survey on long-term storage of biological specimens at
McGill University.
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•Some large organizations are able to examine the economics of this option, and
many have gone ahead with a complete switch from blood to saliva for DNA only
samples.
•Kaiser Permanente, a large US based health care provider, collected 130,000
samples by mail in 18 months.
•A simplified shipping protocol (at room temperature) will allow decentralized
collections to run much easier.
•Collecting by the post, directly from patients/subjects is now easy and scalable.
•Workflow time is reduced vs using blood spots or swabs as no rehydration step is
necessary.
•Oragene samples work with most every extraction system.
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•For Anthony Nolan, the largest UK HLA/bone marrow registry, the numbers do not
lie. Since adopting the Oragene technology, the number of samples collected have
improved due in part to two things: (1) the limitations of blood, and (2) the flexibility
of saliva.
•This is a powerful graph, the dark red line shows recruitment going up once
Anthony Nolan introduced Oragene, which in 2013 was 3 times the number of
recruits in 2009.
•This has directly lead to 100’s more life saving matches each year.
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•A big strength of Oragene-DNA and our other technologies is our passion for
validation. We would rather do the work once, very well, than have each of our
customers waste their budgets doing identical experiments to validate themselves.
•Look online for many in-house and 3rd party publications citing Oragene (1740
unique results on Google Scholar for “Oragene”)
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•Recent studies show very high performance on Exome arrays after 7 years at room
temperature.
•Whole Genome sequencing data is being analyzed, but looks great so far. Bacterial
contamination causing no problems in obtaining clear reads and high depth scores.
Information available on our website.
•We currently have studies of Oragene sample performance on Next Generation
Sequencing (WGS), but the studies are ongoing, analysis takes time. Take a look at
our website for the most up-to-date information.
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•After several years of working with saliva, we’ve expanded on to other sample
types, such as feces to look at the all important microbiome.
•As we look at more complicated biomarkers, such as methylation, transcription and
microbiome, we need to know that the sample accurately portrays the in-vivo state.
•Left Graphic – Protected vs unprotected samples at varying temperatures.
Protected samples show on average 93% similarity ; unprotected show only a 53%
similarity (DGGE – denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis – 16s variable region)
•Right Graphic – principle components analysis of same thing. Algothryms to
compare similarity ; protected are grouped, showing high similarity, unprotected are
scattered.
•
•Take home message – what you took isn’t necessarily what you have.. Unless it’s
preserved.
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•In addition to feces, we also have a product that preserves buffy coat samples at
room temperature, either freshly fractionated, or from frozen states.
•Even with the offer of room temperature stability, some biobanks have incorporated
HEMAgene into their frozen buffy coat samples to obtain extra stability. This is
useful for material transfers, helping to avoid the use of dry ice for shipment, as well
as an added layer of protection against power or equipment issues causing thaw.
•Without protection, we found that after only 2 freeze thaw cycles; less than 25% of
the DNA was still intact. After 10 cycles, this dropped to around 10%.
•In our HEMAgene kits, even after 20 freeze thaw cycle approx 90% of the DNA is
preserved at high MW
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•To study our preservation method vs the standard of dry ice w/ blood, we sent a
sample about 7,000 km across an international border. Not only were the costs an
average of 65% less, but our first sample was actually stopped at the border for
inspection. During this delay, the dry ice sublimated and the sample was effectively
lost, as visualized by the electrophoresis gel on the right.
•HEMAgene•BUFFY COAT reduces shipping costs, simplifies logistics and
eliminates risk of freeze-thaw exposure
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All of the samples preserved in DNA Genotek chemistries can be extracted using
any system, with many validations and protocols already available.
For example, you can see all the 23kb bands visible after extracting a HEMAgene
protected buffy coat sample using the QIAsymphony.
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•This presentation provides an overview of how DNA Genotek sample collection and
stabilization products, in particular, Oragene enable end to end research
applications.
•All clinical research and testing is based on the collection of a reliable and high
quality sample. Given the breadth of sequencing technologies it is imperative that
the input sample is the best possible standard to maximize the reliability of the
downstream results.
•After years experience working with biobanks – we’ve learned that taking care of
preanalytical conditions is important, and we strive to offer optimal samples at the
good cost and easy integration into existing workflows.
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